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Following is text of Postscript in 9 o'clock

news to-night by a Flight Sergeant of the R.A.F.,
returned from service in the Middle East, recording
experiences of a crash in desert mountains.

It's odd, I sometimes that one should have no warning when these things
are going to happen* It's at the hack of one's wind, of course, that things can go

wrong, hut when it comes to the point, on any particular occasion somehow one never

thinks they will. So to us it was just another trip that night. Same 'plane,
same crew, same kit, same target, same "cheerio' s" and "See you in the morning'.
And we set off.

*Te made our 800mile journey as usual, found our target as usual, and were

given our usual reception of searchlights, ack-ack and flak, he made our bombing
run, Navigator informed us bombs had gone, and then, actually on hid last word, the

thing happened, Jerry had caught us well and true.

I remember a series of blinding flashes, cracks, and sounds of splintering as

the shrapnel entered the aircraft. Then Skipper suddenly let go his hold on the

control column and wiped his eyes. He turned to me - I was standing, next to him -

and I saw that he too had been holed. He couldn't see. There was a wound in his

forehead and the blood was running into his eyes.

Meanwhile, our 'plane was on its nose, diving at nearly 300 miles per. It felt,
I remember, as if the 'plane, had got a date down there, I rushed to the front turret

and let out our frontgunner. Then I got back to the cockpit, yanked-out our

injured Skip, took his place at the controls and pulled the 'plane out of her dive.

I chocked over the damage, found port engine useless - smoke and flames‘pouring out -

so cut off juice and feathered prop.

It takes a long time to toll, but it dicin'i take long to do. It was a nasty

sight to see that stilled airscrew, all the more because our remaining engine was

coughing and spluttering, and obviously liable to pack up at any moment* Not enough

guts to keep us up for long - that was clear. Nowere losing height steadily•

Speed around 75 to 80. 'Sparks' was sending out our identity and decreasing height.

t remember wandering what Base would think when they heard it, and what we should

think when we couldn't send any more if we amid think then, Actually we had only

a minute-or two to go,' The control of the; 'plane was very ropey - judders and

jerks. He'd probably been holed plenty. Crew were patching up Skipper and heaving
all movable stuff of any weight overboard. The starboard engine was now going only in

fits and'starts, and smoko still pouring from the port.

Then suddenly,
r

ight in front of us, mountains! We missed the scrub on the top

of the first ridge by a few feet. Speed still wobbling between 75 and 80 and going down*

We dropped to nearly 1000 feet, No were right among the hills, and I couldn't climb

the kite out of them.

Then a ravine, our last hope, I turned up it in the hope of twisting a way out of

the hills which were now towering up on either side of us. Crawling up that ravine

with half an engine made one feel like a fly. No opening - then,.Hullo, what's

this? Clouds? It wasn’t. It was mountain, dead ahead. That's the end! Sorry,

blokes. Only one thing to do now. Don’t fly into hillside. Ply up it at last
moment, Halt until you can see scrubs and pull nose up. Don't forgot petrol. Hero

it comes! Up.' Up! Up! Ughl In!! Petrol off. Then came the sickening crash as

wo hit the hill.

/Rear-gunner
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Rear Gunner told us afterwards he went out at once, but I didn’t* I remember

the sound as if every piece of the kite had flown apart. We went on moving, eyes,

ears, nose, hear, mouth, full of dirt and scrub, mouth dried up, body shaking-.

The kite was slithering, sliding and rolling down now, down the hillside, ripping

and breaking to pieces as she went. There were whacks and smashes at us inside

.and rocks tore through and parts of the remaining fuselage gave way. I was

clutching at control column like a vice. Then — crash . I remember warn

blood running down my face, hands and neck. And then, out.

I have a faint recollection of seeing flames licking round the starboard

engine, a scramble to get out uphill, and then falling down flat out,

Coming to, I heard someone shouting our names. Good, somebody out and alive

besides myself. Must see about the others - all out except the rear gunner -no

sign of him, nothing of the tail unit or turret. Must have broken off when we hit

the hillside. We clambered uphill and found him at last, half in, half out of his

turret, covered in blood and knocked out* But he was alive. We pulled him out;
gave him what first aid we hod, and lay down to wait for dawn and enough light to

inspect our position. .

I think it was about 4.0 a.m. when we crashed, and light came about an hour after*

The rear gunner came round about six hours after that, but for two days he was badly

dazed, and we had to carry him

I don’t think I shall ever forget the sights that dawn uncovered for us# The

six of us, ragged, dirty and all covered with blood, were the only moving life among

the wreckage which was strewn for yards and yards over the hillside. Even the hill

wore a scar. Our plane had cut deep into the ground as it careered downhill, and

had left a bare path which fetched up where the remnant of our port wing and a scrap

of fuselage had caught a small clump of trees a few feet short of an edge with a

sheer 600 feet drop#

We got something cut of the wreck - a compass in a padded box, maps, Irving

jackets, torn but still useful, two tins of bully beef, two packets of biscuits, ration

chocolate, some concentrated food tablets, a little first aid kit, and about a gallon

of water left in our battered water tank#

We made out we were 40 miles east of Benghazi, in the stretch of mountains which

runs east parallel with the coast for about a hundred miles, I call them mountains

from their formation rather than their height. They don’t rise more than a thousand

feet. They’re very rugged and wild and absolutely desolate#

In those days the British line stopped 'somewhere about Solium, which put us,

oven as the crow flies, a clear 280 miles inside German country* Not that wo could

travel as the crow flies. The main roads run along the coast, as you know, and we

should have had no chance whatever of getting through that way# The only chance we

had, we thought, was to make our way 2 or 3 hundred miles south east into the desert,
in the hope of picking up with British armoured reconnaissance which in those days was

operating hundreds of miles into German country on an arc from Inside the southern

part of our line#

It seemed a pretty hopeless enterprise# Two or three hundred desert miles to

travel, with about four days’ rations and a gallon of water to go on, all of us

knocked about, and one of us too dazed to move himself# We discussed giving ourselves

up, but rejected it on the chance. For one thing, it was conceivable that with a

smoke fire we might get ourselves spotted by one of our own reconnaissance ’planes,

who’d report us and send someone out to look for us# We had no matches, but I had a

lighter, which I still have. There was always the danger, too, that we should be

spotted by a German ’piano flying out of their normal flying lines#

/Well,
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Well, we started out. At the end of the first day we heard our planes going

over togive Benghazi one more pasting - we made out we. had covered something under

ten miles, and that was much more than we managed In the next three days. If you

look af a map, you'll see there are two roads through the mountains joining up with

the main coast road through Derna, We crossed the first at night time. We got
to the "edge of the second on the afternoon of the third day. We felt pretty bad

theft.

We were very short of food, and our water was nearly out. We resolved on a

desperate plan. Between us, we carried one Verey pistol and a small revolver.

One of us, I think it was Geoff, our front gunner, was to get up on the road and

stop a lorry, The rest of us were somehow to jump on the crew, knock then out and

drive off with the lorry. It was really a hopeless plan, but we never got a chance

to try it.

We spent the rest of the daylight in the scrub by the side of the'road, to

see if a lorry or car should come along by itself and give us a chance. But when

anything passed it cane by in convoy. Not a single lone truck cane along. At

eight p.m. the flow stopped. :We waited another hour, and then gave it up, and

started off again into the desert. Just as well, perhaps!

The details of those days, have nixed themselves up in my mind, end I can’t

separate then out properly now from one another. One glorious day, I remember, it

rained,. Sounds strange for a wet day to be glorious, but for us it meant water,
water to be had for the.catching, We had a large piece of parachute silk with us.

We’d been using it for our cut and blistered feet, but now five of us stood in a

circle holding nut the silk with a stone in the centre of it to concentrate the

drops in one spot. The last of us crouched underneath with a round cigarette

tin and the water tank.

Our food, had given out on the fourth day, and for two or three days we only

had one nightly meal, consisting of half a tin of hot .water. We heated it up on

a bracken fire to help keep us warm. Our weakness got' so bad. that we could hardily

carry the-, water tank, though it was nearly empty. We strung it to a branch .and

slung it on the shoulders of two of us, but the pain of the stick bit down into

us and we had. to keep changing it and. stopping, to rest.

We had one small haversack which held our maps and compass. It sounds

impossible as I say it from this chair, lent I remember that haversack bent one's

back. You’ve heard a lot about the desert, Its rocks have windswept edges as

sharp as knives. They soon cut through our boots. One of us had only had a pair

of gym, shoes to start with.

We all felt bad at times, bad to the point of wanting, to give it up. But

fortunately at any given time one or two of us always felt better than the others.

Otherwise, we should never have got through. It's a strnage thing, but I don't

think the ultimate faith that we'd, get through O.K, ever left us, I know it never

occurred to me that I should die, and we certainly never talked about dying.

Howeverbad things are, I believe one's always surprised at the time that

they're not even worse, I remember thinking that about our crash, end that it

had really been too easy.

Chips - he was the wireless operator - had been in the catering trade, and

he talked, a lot about food.

We all discovered, I think, how much the body counts in happiness. And we

were also surprised how much our bodies could, stick.

We used to sit down sometimes and thrash things out to keep ourselves steady.

But all the same, we wouldn't have got through if it hadn't been for the Arabs,

/One evening.
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One evening, when we were feeling very bad, we saw a herd of goats on a

knoll in the distance, I don’t tell you what that meant. It gave us every kind

of hope, We tried to catch up with it before dark, but we couldn’t make it.

But I think the herder of those goats must have reported us to his tribe, for

the next day another herder met us. He asked us whether we were ’Engleesi’, but

we didn’t trust him and said nothing until he produced evidence in the way of

scraps of paper signed by British soldiers. Then out of his satchel he produced
six hens' eggs, just one each. Me sucked them on, the spot. And were they good!

Me were to discover how difficult it was for us to eat solid food the next day,
when he took us to join up with a party of his tribe.

They were wonderful friends to us, those Arabs, desert friends we shall

certainly never forget. They knew their way over the desert as- we would a park.

They hid us under rugs when Germans or Italians searched their camp, as they did

several times, For ten days they looked after us and guided us on our way. By the

end of that time we’d got to love the sour goats milk which the first time we drank

it nearly made us sick. And we learned to eat a juicy boneful of sheep like the

best of them.

Then came the day when we spotted the armoured cars, our own long-range

desert men. Great yells from either side and a mad rush by our party. Then our

hearts’ thanks to the herders, a drink and smoke and off we set.

¥e had four hundred miles of jolting in the next two days. Those trucks take

boulders in their stride. But - I take off my hat to those fellows -at the end of

those miles our seats were nearly as bad as our feet. The last part of our journey

back to the base camp on the Nile we did by 'plane, What a reception from our

old Our hands were shaken till I thought they would drop off, Free bear

for nights and nights, and our story re-told and re-told.

We’re all six of us back in England now, and none of us any the worse;

though the rear gunner has had to have his nose re-broken to set it straight.
The best part of life now is the long horizon.

Now it’s over I’m glad it all happened. People always are, of course, I can

only say I am too, and may I add this; if ever you get bored with home, bored

with food, and fed up with washing or drinking, have yourself dropped in the

desert with no means of support and then get back. Having got back, you’ll realise

how foolish and extravagant you’ve been in the past. It might even help the war

effort. Some people eat far too much, do themselves too well all round and don’t

fully appreciate what they have, I know, I used to be the same at one time

but not now - never again.
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